Paving Brick

53DD, Cypress St. Luke Hospital, Bethlehem, PA

K&W Red
Annapolis Naval Academy, Annapolis, MD

K&W Red Repressed Chamfered
Penn State University, State College, PA

51DDX –
University of Delaware, Newark, DE
The natural warmth of genuine brick pavers creates inviting outdoor spaces for public areas, landscaping or to tie together architectural elements on a more human scale. The palette of rich earth tones is appealing in either the soft silhouette of molded brick or the crisp lines of precision extruded. Special effects can be achieved combining complementary or contrasting colors and sizes.

Durable, low maintenance and stain resistant, brick pavers combine in a variety of bond patterns providing stability and strength that holds up beautifully under heavy pedestrian or vehicular traffic.

Glen-Gery recommends that Paving Brick selection should always be based on an actual product sample.